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Dodgers 365 curates extraordinary experiences for 
Angelenos, fans, brands and everyone in between.   
Los Angeles is home to countless attractions – but 
there’s only one Dodger Stadium. We provide the 
opportunity to experience an icon, take the field  
and make it your own.
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No matter the occasion — a celebration 
fit for thousands, a conference with 
a view or an intimate dinner on the 
diamond — we invite you and your 
guests to enjoy the distinct, timeless 
charm that occupies this historic  
Los Angeles landmark.

DODGER
STADIUM
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WE’RE MORE THAN 
BASEBALL. FROM 
GAL AS TO OFFSITES, 
CONCERTS TO  
CELEBR ATIONS,
YOUR NEXT EVENT 
STARTS HERE.
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Dodger Stadium is a choose-your-
own-adventure playground. Get to 
know some of the spaces we have 
available for your next event. TOP OF THE PARK
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THE FIELD



Dodgers 365 The Field

Capacity
Varied

Perfect for
Summer Picnics 
Holiday Parties
Batting Practices
Large-scale Receptions
Dinners with a Program

Cost
Starting at $50,000

Let the clear blue skies and rolling 
San Gabriel Mountains serve as the 
backdrop for your next big event — 
this is your chance to take the field!



Dodgers 365 The Field



Dodgers 365 The Field

At Dodger Stadium, a blend of  
mid-century design, baseball history 
and blissful Southern California 
weather ensures that your event is  
set on the biggest stage.



Dodgers 365 The Field

The Field at Dodger Stadium 
is the premier outdoor location 
in Los Angeles to captivate the 
hearts and minds of your guests.

We’ve hosted everything under the 
sun — from sold-out concerts to 
fantasy batting practices  — and even 
intimate dinners on the diamond.
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CENTERFIELD 
PL AZA



Dodgers 365 Centerfield Plaza

Come and knock on the Stadium’s 
newest front door! Centerfield 
Plaza and its adjacent venues 
are the jewel of a recent Stadium 
renovation, providing modernized 
outdoor venues and premium 
spaces fit for all.

Whether it’s your most 
intimate affair, a strolling 
reception or a festival 
for thousands, a range 
of amenities and joyous 
ambiance surround you  
in this brand-new oasis  
of possibilities.

Capacity
Varied

Perfect for
Corporate Gatherings
Conferences and Meetings
Holiday Parties  
Strolling Receptions  
and Festivals

Cost
$15,000



Dodgers 365 Centerfield Plaza
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TOP OF 
THE PARK



Dodgers 365 Top of the Park

Capacity
400 Seated
1,000 Reception

Perfect for
Corporate Events
Holiday Parties 
Outdoor Celebrations
Strolling Receptions

Cost
$12,500

In a city built on  
stars, here’s a chance 
to sit among them.  
Top of the Park  
offers a bird’s-eye  
view of the Field and 
San Gabriel Mountains, 
a look at the town’s 
towering skyline  
and a vista of the  
Hollywood Sign.



Dodgers 365 Top of the Park



Dodgers 365 Top of the Park

In addition to having some of
the best views in Los Angeles,
plenty of history and Dodger
artifacts abound that will be
sure to surprise and delight
the guests at your next event.
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STADIUM 
CLUB



Dodgers 365 Stadium Club

The Stadium Club is here for your
awards gala, offsite celebration,
dinner reception and so much more.



Dodgers 365 Stadium Club

Featuring a flexible floorplan, towering
floor-to-ceiling windows and sweeping
panoramic views of the field and San
Gabriel Mountains, our most popular
indoor space is one you have to see for
yourself. With room for up to 250 guests,
brand new AV capabilities and a central
Stadium location, this turnkey option is
ready for you.

Capacity
140 Seated 
250 Reception

Perfect for
Conferences and Meetings
Company Holiday Parties
Awards Galas
Seated Dinners  
and Receptions

Cost
$10,000
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YAAMAVA’ 
DUGOUT  

CLUB



Dodgers 365 Yaamava’ Dugout Club

Perfect for conferences, 
receptions and more, the 
Yaamava’ Dugout Club sets  
an impressive stage sure to  
excite fans and casuals alike.

One of our most premium indoor spaces, the
Yaamava’ Dugout Club boasts room for up to
250 guests, walls adorned with world-class
art and a choice location with some of our
best behind-the-scenes opportunities.

Capacity
200 Seated
250 Reception

Perfect for
Holiday Parties
Cocktail Receptions
Company Meetings
Conferences

Cost
$7,500



Dodgers 365 Yaamava’ Dugout Club

An impressive guest 
experience begins upon 
arrival when you’re greeted  
by some serious hardware.  
Get a glimpse of our prized 
World Series trophies, Gold 
Gloves, Silver Sluggers, Cy 
Youngs and MVP Awards.

Former/current player giving a 
speech in front of trophies.
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GOLD GLOVE BAR



Dodgers 365 Gold Glove Bar

Capacity
150 Seated
250 Reception

Perfect for
Company Meetings
Conferences
Cocktail Receptions
Holiday Parties

Cost
$8,500

Keep up with all the action — or project your presentation —  
on our massive, state-of-the-art LED displays while you enjoy a 
beverage from our well-appointed bar. Complete with a view of the 
Dodgers bullpen, shining symbols of excellence from Dodgers past 
and Angeleno-inspired neon galore, this venue is sure to live up to 
its name and be the perfect catch for your next big occasion.



Dodgers 365 Gold Glove Bar

Nestled beneath the Left Field 
Pavilion you’ll find the city’s 
most exclusive sports bar, 
ready for affairs ranging from 
conferences to receptions  
to corporate celebrations.

Host your next event in  
winning fashion with a hand 
from the Gold Glove Bar.
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THE VIVID  
SEATS  
SPEAKEASY



Dodgers 365 The Vivid Seats Speakeasy

Capacity
40 Seated
85 Reception

Perfect for
Secret Soirees
Intimate Celebrations
Dinners
Private Parties

Cost
$5,000



Dodgers 365

The Vivid Seats Speakeasy is accented with oak wood 
panels, show-stopping chandeliers and a picture window 
looking out at the visiting bullpen. From soirees to dinner 
receptions, this intimate and retro-chic space will have 
company feeling right at home.

Impress your guests by knowing the 
password: “Lasorda.” Welcome to 
The Vivid Seats Speakeasy — an  
intimate, mid-century-inspired bar.

The Vivid Seats Speakeasy
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DODGERS  
CLUBHOUSE



Dodgers 365 Dodgers Clubhouse

Channel a winning spirit and 
indulge in an extraordinary evening 
within the hallowed sanctuary of 
the Dodgers Clubhouse.

Relish in the camaraderie that fills the air,
feel the echoes of triumph and try to keep
the champagne in your glasses, please. Any
celebration here puts you and your roster in
the most exclusive of our spaces, offering
an unrivaled glimpse into the team’s private
hideout, and elevating the stage for your
intimate occasion.

Capacity
50 seated
75 reception

Perfect for
Executive Events
Elegant Dinners
Holiday Parties

Cost
Inquire for more 
information



Dodgers 365 Dodgers Clubhouse

Want to bring some championship
motivation to your next corporate outing?
Our Dodgers 365 team will work with you
to make sure your event in the Clubhouse
is as inspiring as possible.
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LEXUS 
BASELINE 
CLUBS



Dodgers 365 LEXUS Baseline Clubs

Take a journey through 
baseball history at one of 
our LEXUS Baseline Clubs.

Capacity  
(per club)
75 Seated
100 Reception

Perfect for
Casual Receptions
Celebrations 
Smaller Meetings  
and Mixers

Cost  
(per club)
$5,000

In the LEXUS Baseline Clubs, a bounty of Major 
League knick-knacks and souvenirs steal the 
show. Set adjacent to the Right and Left Field 
Pavilions with corresponding views overlooking 
the first and third baselines, these casual spaces 
are great for small to mid-sized groups looking 
for an engaging atmosphere in a unique setting.



Dodgers 365 LEXUS Baseline Clubs

From autographed bats to classic
bobbleheads and rare baseball cards,
collectors and casuals will find no
shortage of art and ephemera to
explore in these laid-back locations.
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CHAMPIONS 
LOUNGE



Dodgers 365 Champions Lounge

Interested in hosting an offsite meeting in a
truly original setting? The Champions Lounge
offers elegant aesthetics and sweeping views
of The Field in a highly versatile setting.

Immerse in a
curated selection
of championship
artifacts, including
champagne bottles
and World Series
programs. Then,
take it outside and
enjoy private seating
overlooking the
field and beautiful
SoCal scenery.

Capacity
Varied Seated
50 Reception

Perfect for
Smaller Receptions
Private Parties
Casual Meetings

Cost
$5,000

The Champions Lounge is  
a posh venue with floor-to-
ceiling windows and all the 
modern amenities that come 
with the suite life. 
 
Celebrate like a champion  
in the place we built for them. 
In the Champions Lounge, 
you can draw up your next 
winning gameplan or host a 
cocktail reception where up 
to 50 colleagues can embrace 
breathtaking views of the field 
and contemporary design 
working in tandem.
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PARKING  
LOTS & 

76 STATION



Dodgers 365 Parking Lots & 76 Station

Providing maximum flexibility for 
complex build-outs and varying 
production lengths, our Parking
Lots and Historic 76 Station have 
stood tall since Dodger Stadium 
opened in 1962.

Capacity
Varied

Perfect for
Festivals
Crew Basecamps
5K’s and Fun Runs
Extensive event 
Build-outs

Cost
Inquire for more
information

From lively carnivals 
and music festivals  
to fashion shows  
and film productions, 
all you need is  
your imagination  
to activate over one 
hundred acres of 
wide-open space.



Dodgers 365 Parking Lots & 76 Station

Though gone are the days of 30 
cents a gallon, these wide open 
spaces will help you usher in a 
new era of big-time performances, 
spirit-lifting celebrations and 
limitless possibilities to make any 
Hollywood dream a reality.



Dodgers 365

Iconic spaces with inspiring 
views, versatile venues with 
historic flare and Major League 
interactive experiences… see 
you at Dodger Stadium!



WE’LL BE 
HERE ALL 
YEAR
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dodgers365.com

1000 Vin Scully Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90012

(323) 224 – 3610 
365@ladodgers.com




